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There are quite a few changes on the horizon for our board, and with all change, there
from the secretary role on the board I turn to this labor of love to continue as your humble
editor in hopes unifying, entertaining, and engaging our alumni body. I hope you’ll want to
contribute with your time, responses and updates, welcoming the changes slated for future
editions. In this issue outgoing president Erik Flores writes a farewell note as he recedes
from point person into role of a valuable Alumni Association resource and Bryan Campos
also writes to recap the 2017 Alumni Workshops. We interview brother Carlos Morales for
updates on his life in the Bay and why he’s coming to USC this fall while esteemed brother
Vicente Hernandez enlightens us on his career path that led him to his current international
work. Stay cool and hydrated this summer!
Brian Favela

Outgoing President Message
Fellow Brothers, Alumni, and Undergraduates,

It has been a privilege serving as the UCSD NAK Alumni Association President, I have enjoyed working with each of you
immensely over the last year and a half.
Today, I officially announce my resignation as President. The time has come for me to move on and pursue my personal
career and educational goals. The decision has not been easy, but I made my decision in the best interests for my career
advancement and future development. When I decided to accept the 15 Year Formal Committee Chairman position in
2010, I had no idea that it would lead to serving on the Executive Board for seven years. It has been a hell of a up and
down road that has led to today but I am thankful for your loyalty and trust in me. It has been a genuine pleasure serving
on the UCSD NAK Alumni Association Executive Board, I will truly miss it (not really jk jk). To past and present Executive
Board members, thank you for allowing me to fulfill the vision I had for this organization. A lot remains to be accomplished
but I have all the confidence in the world that this organization will continue to grow and it is heading in the right direction.
Each passing year we have new alumni, new undergrads, new perspectives and new ideas. When I decided to accept
the President position, we had 23 active members, today we are 37 strong. We have always understood that when times
change, so must we; that loyalty to our founding principles requires new responses to new challenges. It’s a new era, a
new direction and to continue to move this organization ahead requires that I must hand over the reigns of this organization to the next generation so THEY can take this organization to the next level.
Thank you for your support, your assurance in me leading this organization, and for this great opportunity that gave me
the ability to grow.
Erik Flores
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UCSD NAK AA Workshops
By Bryan Campos
On May 6, 2017 the Alumni Association held it's 9th Annual Alumni
Workshops. We ventured to plan
the event with a strong emphasis
on younger alumni brothers who
are just beginning their careers.
Current Alumni Association President, Erik Flores got the
Alumni Workshops started with a strong presentation regarding Getting Into Your Career to inspire young alumni by telling
them "find your passion and stop making excuses."

The Alumni Workshops was happy to see the return of
Marco Salazar de Leon, a workshop veteran presenter.
Marco got brothers talking and laughing with an interesting presentation entitled Resume Deconstruction where he
took the idea of deconstructed food and applied it to resume building.
After a very interactive networking activity
and Chipotle-catered lunch, brothers were
engaged to learn about what to do and not
to do during interviews in Interviewing 101
by Dr. Jose Villareal, Vice President of Epiphany Prep Charter School and educator for
over 25 years. Dr. Villareal demonstrated the
importance of being prepared and doing research prior to an interview/presentation as
he was able to talk about the history of NAK at a national and local level.
Overall, it was a great event and we are looking forward to next year as we host the
10th Annual Alumni Workshops.
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Bro Focus: Carlos Morales
We are spending a little time catching up with Carlos Morales who has been in northern California for a few
years now. He helped establish NAK at SFSU, a 3 year mission to make them official and now that chapter is
in their 3 year as an official chapter. His personal little bro is also graduating this year. Carlos is not only making a mark in the NAK world, he’s also very involved in his community.
Last year dealt you physical misfortune of going through a serious knee injury. How did you tear your ACL in
the first place?
I was playing pick-up basketball at 24hr indoor gym. I was running full speed to get the ball before going out of
bounce. I extended my right knee a little too far while stopping completely which shifted my whole weight momentum
to my right knee causing my knee to pop. I screamed at the top of my lungs in agony while falling to the ground. Afterwards I sat down for 30 minutes, somehow managed to get up and limp toward the lockers, shower, and go home. I
was in a lot of pain the whole night. In the morning I called the hospital to see if I had insurance, and luckily they said I
had full coverage health insurance thanks to the Affordable Care Act. From that day, it was a painful process of doctor
visits, crutches, resting, and long road to recovery when I underwent surgery several months after in mid July. I have
been recovering ever since and I am able to play basketball again but not at the same level.
Did the surgery change your perspective on life or inspire any personal changes?
Surgery gave me another reminder reality check since I got hit by a car in a motorcycle accident in 2008. This accident was a pivotal moment in my life because it triggered the painful memories of how horrible my last surgery and
recovery process was following the accident. That is is when I made the decision and promise to myself that I was
never going back to that life of depression, self loathing, and laziness that came from the first surgery. This ACL tear
changed everything because I had to relearn how to walk and it was going to test my will to come back stronger and
wiser this time around. It also re-ignited my ambition of making drastic lifestyle changes for myself for the better. Since
last July I have been able to accomplish an astonishing amount of accomplishments in my community and city.
Mental toughness is indeed a trait athletes need to possess to succeed in their craft since injuries are almost
inevitable in sports. Glad to hear you’re in the right mindset! Do you feel strong enough to dominate in the
next Husky Heart Basketball Tournament?
I am in the rebuilding strength/stages of my knee so I have a lot more physical therapy work to put in. I had to relearn the mechanics on my right knee in order to run. I am able to jog right now but not sprint very fast. I have to get
back in the gym and practice on building my other skills since my athleticism will never be back at 100%. I am confident that I am able to make it to the semi-final but it will take more focus and discipline to win the Huskey Heart tournament, whenever that is.

It seems like you still have some time to recover. It's great to hear that you’ve been busy around your community! What sorts of activities did you start getting into?
I had my first year as a Substitute Teacher at Leadership HS in San Francisco, my old High School. I also served
as assistant sports director for the school. I also go some coaching experience as assistant coach for boys basketball
team and head coach for the school’s first ever Girls varsity flag football team.
I also taught my own course consisting of 18 young men in a Young Mens group.
What course did you teach in your Young Men's Group? Was it a part of the High School programs or a separate curriculum?
The principal offered me the opportunity to teach an elective class called "Young Men Group" that the school offered once a week for 2 hours. The class was meant to create space for these young men and I had the liberty to
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choose how I wanted to run the class. I have incorporated a variety of organizations to show my young men the possibilities of support and options they have in order to be successful as they navigate their lives. I have done several boxing sessions, local tour of SF City College, I had United Playaz come lead an incarceration and racial profiling workshop, hiking, personal development, etc. We also had lot of fun with bowling, basketball games, Dave n Busters, and
ending the class with K-1 speed to bring out their competitive edge that we need to bring out in life.
Is coaching something you've always been interested in participating in?
I always enjoyed playing sports but never had the money or parent support to play organized sports growing up
therefore mainly played recreationally in the streets. Now that I'm teaching at my old high school I made it a priority to
involve myself in coaching sports so that I relearn the sport and practice building my communication skills that are vital
in any aspect of life. It has been a memorable yet challenging experience spearheading the school’s first ever girls
varsity flag football team. Also, assisting the men’s varsity basketball coach and being assistant sports director of the
school has helped me learn the admin side of how organized sports are run in the SF Unified School District.
I know you shared with us that you achieved the goal of obtaining your real estate license back in 2015. What
helped shift your overall focus to education?
I tried looking for a real estate job as a leasing broker but had no experience and was still in crutches at that time. I
went to one job interview downtown SF and got my car towed and didn’t get the job. I took that as a sign that real estate was not for me at that moment and took my talents to education.
This year you were accepted into USC for grad school and will be doing the PASA program - Post Secondary
Administration and Student Affairs program. What helped you choose this path to further your career? Is this
meant to help you start another NAK chapter, this time at USC?
I promised myself that I was going to dedicate this school year to give back to my city, my communities, and my
people. This was also an way I could pay homage and honor my beloved nephew who was killed Sep 2nd, 2014 by
two guys as he walked outside the store with his two little brothers. He was a straight A student athlete and should
have been in his junior year in high school and was on a path to a greatness. I was aiming toward playing an impactful
role in the inner city youth in San Francisco so that I could mediate tension between people in order to increase the
peace and silence the violence. This is one of several reasons why I decided to give USC another shot in hopes to
pursue a career where athletics and education merge. This process would have never been possible without the support of all those influences from NAK, my mentors, family, and the struggles I had to overcome and undergo to this
day.
With my experience of starting a chapter at SFSU, I understand the amount of work it takes to build a solid foundation for NAK at a chapter. If there is a dedicated group of bros that want to start a chapter at USC then I am all for it
and I will be able to help out as much as possible since I will be there to ensure it flourishes. Whatever it takes, I would
love to be a part of that process.

It's a deep tragedy to see young lives lost so senselessly, but his memory will live on through your efforts and
success. That passion you have has also pointed you to to partner up with several non profit orgs in SF: Carnaval SF (annual cultural event), United Playaz (violence prevention and mentorship program), The City Eats
(program to feed the homeless), Scholarmatch (college resource center that helps students with college application process). That's quite a few programs to help out! Do you have any time management tips that are
helping you balance it all?
Fundamentals, go old school. Get a physical planner to pencil in your commitments in your schedule or use your
phone responsibly to remind you of what your have scheduled. I also write down a To Do list where I break down all
the tasks I have to do for the week so that I do not forget. I check them off as i complete them no matter how small the
task may be.
I also have a giant white board on my wall in my room where I write down my goals and gameplan for the year and
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prioritize them depending on that category; personal, professional, finances, fitness goals.
This list of goals changes every year and I have a theme to work on each year that goes hand in hand with a vision
board the illustrates the lifestyle that I want to have. I have completed the majority of my goals so they evolve or stay
on board depending on my growth and what stage I am in my life. If I do not complete it then it stays on my SMART
goals list. I need to physically see it so that it can manifest into reality and keep myself accountable for my actions.
Great to hear you put in the effort on the planning side, a skill many overlook these days which may or may
not be due to our technology on hand. You also sold your party bus a few years back and bought a 69 Camaro convertible. Why a 69 Camaro and what would have been your second choice for a car?
My brother has a 70 Chevelle convertible and I have always wanted to own a piece of history. Camaro's have always been one of Chevrolet best cars and any Camaro fan knows that the first generation model 1969 RS/SS convertible is the best car Chevy has ever produced. It was either a Chevelle (1969-1972) or 1969 Camaro because I
have always been infatuated with the old school muscle cars. They also are supposed to appreciate in value over
time.
We are happy to hear of your successes Carlos, and hopefully brothers can learn your real name after this
article and not just recognize you from your nicknames! Thanks for taking time to participate in the NAKsun.

Boxing photoshoot with my neice and car

Boxing Session

SFSU NAK Recruitment 2016

Young men's group - united playaz
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Career Path: Vicente Hernandez
We reached out to Vicente Hernandez to share his interesting career path with our brotherhood. Those brothers with
interest in law or business careers might find his experiences particularly useful.
How did your journey into your law career begin?
I went to UC Berkeley for law school right after UCSD graduation. My reason for going to law school was that I was interested
in cross-border business and it was a way to get into the field by means of starting out as a corporate lawyer working internationally in Latin America. I started my career through on-campus recruiting that the big firms do at certain law schools. I took an
offer and after law school I moved east and worked doing Latin American deals for big corporate law firms in New York and
DC. I negotiated and wrote contracts for mergers and acquisitions and bank financings for infrastructure; the job is essentially
identifying and negotiating the allocation of risk. One thing I really liked about it is that the job is ultimately collaborative as both
parties are looking to reach a deal; you are seeking to best position your side without having the other side walk away. Then
both sides go out to a really nice dinner together after months of arguing with each other.
Would you consider your career to be a normal industry route or did you maneuver yourself into your more ideal career/focus?
My route was certainly not a normal one because it’s not all that common for lawyers to move into purely commercial positions.
I worked at two big law firms for seven years or so and then took a position based in San Diego being an internal lawyer for
Sempra Energy working on deals in Mexico, Peru and Chile. After a few years doing that I left the legal side for a position on
the commercial side and I'm now director of project development for South America. My job is to find new business, both doing
greenfield development and acquiring energy infrastructure in Chile and Peru, as well as to open new markets for the company.
I now lead multidisciplinary teams of engineers, lawyers, accountants, financial modelers, tax, insurance and other area experts
in pursuing these opportunities. Not sure if I’ll go back to the legal side at some point, though it’s an option.
Did you take any time off between UCSD and Law School (Cal Berkeley)?
No, I went straight through. The biggest reason for that is that California was in recession in early 2000’s, so I thought it would
be a good time to go straight into grad school instead of taking time off. I considered business school but because there were
extra requirements I chose law school and avoided the necessary two years of work experience post-graduation. I wouldn’t
necessarily suggest going straight through based on my experience, however. I think a couple of years of doing something other than school prior to law school is really beneficial in the long run.
What helped you decide on what area of law you were going to practice? How did you end up working in DC and how
did that help you get to where you are today?
I had always wanted to be a business lawyer in Latin America so the end goal was clear. Through a mixture of luck and some
of the hardest work I'd ever done I was able to earn the grades necessary to jump into a top tier firm with this focus. This opportunity was on the East Coast which is where the best work in the field is, so I moved to DC and eventually New York. It was
then that the hard work really began.
How much of a help has the prestige of your alma mater mattered in your career thus far and how much of a focus
should brothers looking into a law career focus on it?
Really good question. Kind of depends on what you want to do, given that law has various fields. If you want to go entrepreneurial and work for yourself then your success will depend on your hustle and marketing and ability to create networks and not
on your school. If you want to go to the top law firms or the top nonprofits like the ACLU, then not only do you have to get into
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Career Path: Vicente Hernandez (continued)
one of the top 12 or 15 schools but also end up at the top 10-25% of your class (there is some give and take depending on the
economy and whether you went to Harvard or Yale, but that is the rule of thumb). The legal field is embarrassingly elitist. Other
than the entrepreneurial route and the corporate route I mentioned, there are a lot of jobs that are really not great, and you can
find yourself carrying a student debt load of $300k in exchange for the privilege of having a part time job or a job that pays $50k
and then basic numbers tell you that you would’ve been far better off not going to law school. My advice to folks considering the
law school path is to carefully define your ultimate goal and then assess your prospects. If you can get into top five schools then
go for it. If you get into top 12-15 schools then still go for it but hopefully you get a partial scholarship to help cover costs. If you
don't get into top 12-15 schools then really think about it, and then think about it some more. This is not a decision to take just
because it's the next thing to do after a BA or BS, but should only be taken if you have a good internal business rationale for it
and a good plan after finishing school.
I have heard that those who work in the law field are susceptible to burnout on account of intense/arduous workload
or hours. Is this true and if so, how have you managed to avoid this in your career?
Ha, yes. During my firm days 80 hour weeks were routine and 100 hour weeks were pretty frequent. Law school does not have
a class teaching you how to negotiate and structure the acquisition of a bank that operates in seven Central American countries
and is subject to seven different regulatory systems and antitrust regimes - so it's learn on the job and it’s sink or swim, you get
tossed in the deep end and folks take to it and some don’t. I started my first job out of law school in DC with 40 brilliant folks
who got top grades from the top schools, and a month from then we were 35 and a year from then we were 25 and two years
out we were 18. To tell you a story of how that process happens, I was doing one of my first deals as a bright eyed first year, it
was the project financing of a natural gas compression station and pipeline in Mexico. My team worked on this for six months
and then the senior guy calls me into his office and says we need boots on the ground in Mexico City in order to get this closed,
get a ticket to go there on Monday. I say that's great do you want to leave in morning or afternoon and he responds saying what
do you mean "we"?. I'd never done this before and was sent there by myself and everyone that gets that type of assignment is
scared to death and some quit and some close the deal. That's not
school and not training, it's whether you fold under pressure or not. You
either handle the responsibility and the pressure and the long hours and
you manage the burnout, or you just go do something other than working at one of those big firms. No shame in the latter, I took that decision
after 7 years in coming to San Diego rather than going for partnership.
The benefit of all that work and the hours was that when I left the firm I
had the experience to now lead the structuring work, leave the document writing to others, and has led directly to my current job. My hours
are much more reasonable now, even though ironically I am responding
to this in the middle of a trip to Peru where I’ll be discussing new business opportunities building infrastructure.
Fascinating. Congrats again on your second child Alexis Sara Hernandez! Was it difficult choosing a name or does it get easier with
each new kid?
Thanks man! We had an easier time naming the second one because
she's a girl and we were able to come up with a longer list of girl names
that work in English and Spanish.
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2017 Alumni Games
This year’s alumni games was held on June 3rd, 2017 at Olive Grove Park for our
usual food and sports semi-annual gathering. Though this year’s participation provided for a more intimate setting it was great to enjoy some time in the sun playing
pickup ball and practicing some softball skills. Alan Marroquin made a case as a potential contender for the next Husky Heart Tournament with a decent showing in
the Favela Basketball Skills Mini Camp.
Thanks for coming out and be sure to come out to next year’s event!

Brother Update
Jose Alcala
The Alcala’s are now
expecting their 3rd child.
Congratulations on
extending Raider nation!
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UPCOMING EVENTS
•

Newsletter Committee Meeting 2nd Monday of the
month:
July 10th @6:30PM
Balboa Tap House.
4421 Genesee Ave San Diego CA 92117.
August 14th - Location TBD
Sept 11th - Location TBD

Join in as we support San Diego local restaurants and/or breweries and help shape
the next NAKSUN Newsletter! Some of the topics I’ll be working on for next quarter:
Hoop Greats - Where does your favorite player stack up against the best in the
league? What’s your criteria for it?
Hop Greats - Beer focus! Beer of the month, Beer of the quarter, what’s the best
brew right now?
Summer travel - It’s a big world out there, and it's better in real life.
What do you want to read and write about?

•

Billiards Night

Keep an eye out as this NAK AA favorite starts to make it’s comeback:
August 2017 - Location TBD

$4,968.97

US Bank

Want to get
involved?

$2,027.75

Paypal

Email the board at:

STATE OF THE
TREASURY

$355.00
-$4,239.52

Cash

Pending
Reimbursements
________________________________________
$3,171.70
Net Balance

UCSDNAK-AA-EB
@googlegroups.com
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